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Introduction
As you are listening to a piece of music or are
observing a work of art, does the question of who
truly owns it comes to mind? There has always
been struggles with finding an even balance
between having a similar style or stealing the work
of others, but with the introduction of AI, the line is
starting to blur even more. AI’s unprecedented
status brings in a new wave of questions of what
fair use is, who can claim the rights to a creation,
and to what extent. While the potential of AI is
new and not fully discovered, there should be
no fear in it replacing an original artist's work.
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Background Information
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a topic that is being
discussed more as technology progresses. The
dictionary definition of AI is “a branch of computer
science dealing with the simulation of
intelligent behavior in computers.” Most
complicated works are by an AI algorithm
Generative Adversarial Networks. GAN is the
working of two neural networks that compete
against each other to be more accurate. There is
little human involvement after the initial training,
allowing both networks to continuously run until it is
no longer able to identify which image was fake.
The AI will take in various images of a desired
artwork and the programs will create images based
off this. There are various programs available to the
public that allow you to create works based off any
text imputed. These programs can be compared to
how artists may begin practicing in their field by
working on the reproduction of master copies.
Artists do this in order to practice different
techniques, studying from pieces held in high
regard. This allows them to recognize how a piece
is made, which aids them to create their own
original works, much like how AI learns how to both
identify certain features in a creation and produce
their own in a similar vein.

Using Copyrighted Materials?
When AI takes in works in order to see key points to
produce works of their own, there are various
factors that many may question. These being, what
if when analyzing works, the program is fed
copyright material? For a work to be deemed
infringing on a creator’s copyright, there must be 3
things established, that whoever is filing the claim
has a valid copyright of their work, that the person
infringing had copied the original elements of the
work unauthorized, and that said copying was
substantial enough to cause harm. AI’s new nature
leads to needing to infer what the courts may
decide. The AI’s training data is more looked on
than its output. It’s the 2nd requirement of the
copyright infringement that also holds the most
importance, as copies of original works are what
the AI programs will be using in order train. When
looking at previous cases involving the digital
downloading of works, the 2nd and 4th circuits ruled
that digital downloading is not an instantaneous
copy, and that the copies produced by AI programs
during training potentially may not last long enough
to be considered a copy.
There is another factor, fair use. This is the freedom
of expression by allowing for the unlicensed use of
copyrighted materials, in specific circumstances.
These situations are decided in the United States
by judges considering 4 factors, being the purpose
of the work, the nature of the work, the amount of
the work used, and how the product would impact
the market for the original owner. The purpose of AI
art is taking certain works and producing ones
similar that the program learns to identify patterns
with, not to solely profit off the original. There may
be potential to use AI to create something with a
similar style of an artist, however, it produces
something unique enough to be considered
different from the original work.

Original Works and the Public Domain
“The Butcher’s Son,” work created by AI
programmed by Mario Klingemann in 2017. This
piece had won the Lumen Prize in 2018, an award
focused on the use of art and technology. This was
created by exploring how a machine can translate
and explore postures by turning the drawing of stick
figures into a more human appearance by
analyzing various images found on the internet. As
shown, it does have some humanistic features to
the nude figure in the piece. It looks to be sitting
down with a static, neutral background behind it. It
is a work that is distinctly its own.
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The US Copyright Office has denied the effort to
copyright a work of art that was generated by AI.
The piece, “A Recent Entrance to Paradise,”
generated by an AI named the Creativity Machine,
owned by Dr. Stephen Thaler, stating specifically
that this is because this work was not created by a
human. It has the appearance of an abandoned
railroad going through a tunnel, overtaken by the
nature surrounding it. Dr. Thaler attempted to file the
Creativity Machine listed as the author and himself
as the claimant being the owner of the machine.
However, due to it lacking a human being for its
author, the US Copyright Office refuses to register
works “produced by a machine or mere mechanical
process.” This may be a set precedent for the
future, as it already was the case with animals being
denied the right to copyright materials.

Is there Cause for Concern?
There are fears that AI will simply be used to copy
the works of others for profit, and maybe even
outshine them. However, while outshining may be a
stretch with today’s programming, impersonation
may begin to be a debate. For example, in 2020,
hip hop artist Jay-Z’s record label tried to use a
copyright strike to remove video’s containing
deepfaked audio of him. Deepfakes are exactly
that, fake. They take the face or voice of someone
and, using AI, put them on different bodies or have
the voices string new words they may have not
said. The word itself holds a harmful connotation,
as people have used these to release fake news,
pornographic videos containing celebrities,
blackmail, and other malicious attacks. However,
these videos took hours of his music and lyrics in
order to produce audio sounding like him reciting
things such as a Shakespeare soliloquy or even
rapping the Book of Genesis. These videos have
been reinstated and can still be viewed today, as
unlike the laws against harmful deep fakes, such as
using it to influence an election, these were solely
for harmless entertainment, and the description of
the video itself explains that this work was entirely
computer generated.

Conclusion

Just like any orchard having a few bad apples,
there will be a case or two of AI programs being
used in bad faith. This does not mean that there
should be any cause of fear. AI has a potential to be
celebrated and explored, learning about the limit a
computer can reach when faced against producing
almost human made works of art. Just as programs
such as photoshop, or even a canvas and paints, AI
can be used to explore different ways something
can be created and may potentially be itself a
different form of media in the future. As there are
people who infringe on others' copyright, people
with the same nature may try to use AI programs to
do so as well. That does not mean every generated
work is stealing, or cause for backlash. In fact, with
original works that are distinct and clearly its own, it
should have the possibility to be able to register for
copyright. Although, there is awareness of a
slippery slope that may occur if the US Copyright
Office allows for the registering of something that
was not made by a human being.
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